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Shuttle
mission
lands

Pay increase
recommended

Faculty Senate approves
committee's suggestion

Completed tests
provide 'cargo
of promise'
EDWARDS AIR FORCE
BASE, Calif. (AP) - The space
shuttle Atlantis landed safely
yesterday with a cargo of promise: video tapes to help design a
U.S. space station, a purified
hormone for tests of a new medical treatment, and film that
may locate hidden water in
drought-ridden Africa.
With mission commander
Brewster Shaw at the controls,
the shuttle dropped through
wispy clouds and landed
smoothly on a concrete runway
at mis desert air base at 4:33
pjn. EST in front of about 6,700
spectators.
The seven-member crew's 18
million-mile voyage started
Nov. 26 with a night bunch from
the Kennedy Space Center in
Florida.
Others on the crew were astronauts Bryan O'Connor, Mary
Cleave, Sherwood Spring and
Jerry Ross, McDonnell Douglas
engineer Charles Walker.
STORED ABOARD Atlantis
were miles of video tapes of
Ron and Spring as they built
large structures of spindly
metal struts in the shuttle's open
cargo bay during two spacewalks. Scientists believe the
construction demonstration will
make a major contribution in
the design of an American space
station planned for the 1990s.
i also carried samples
of a purified hormone that can
be used to treat red-blood cell
deficiencies, such as anemia.
The samples, purified in an electrical process that Is more efficient In zero gravity, will be
used in animal tests, the first
step in winning Food and Drug
Administration approval for
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It's the sun!
The late afternoon »un struggles through the haze yesterday to silhouette the buckeyes left hanging
on the nearly barren trees by the Eppler Complex. The haze will continue through today with
temperatures In the 30s.

pllnlfnl use.

Walker, on his third spaceflight for McDonnell Douglas,
operated the hormone purification device, which be helped
design, and said at a news conference from orbit Monday that
he achieved "good results."
Shaw said at Monday's news
conference that the astronauts
took "a whole string" of photographs with a variety of cameras of Africa's droughtstricken Ethiopia and Somalia.
Experts plan to examine the
photos for surface evidence of
water that may be hidden beneath of those desert lands.

Rhodes announces runninq mate
CINCINNATI (AP) - Former Gov.
James Rhodes, running for his fifth term
as Ohio's chief executive, announced
yesterday he has selected Hamilton
County Commissioner Robert Taft II to
run for lieutenant governor and serve as
his running mate in next year's election.
Rhodes also proposed that students be
paid $1,500 a year to keep them in school,
saving that could keep would-be dropouts
off welfare rolls and away from the lure

of crime. He was not specific about whicn
students would be paid.
Rhodes, 76, is seeking the Republican
nomination to oppose Gov. Richard Celeste, a Democrat, in 1966. Two other
Republicans - state Sens. Paul Pfeifer of
Bucyrus and Paul Gillmor of Port Clinton-are running for the 1966 GOP bid.
Rhodes last left office in 1983.
Taft, 43, son of former Sen. Robert Taft
Jr. and great-grandson of former Presi-

BG graduate hopeful
of shuttle assignment
by Don Lee
staff reporter

When a space shuttle lifts off sometime next fall
with the first space-going journalist on board, a
University graduate wants to be the first to file
the "Earth Orbit" dateline.
Craig Covault, senior space editor for Aviation
Week and Space Technology magazine, is among
the 3,000 journalists expected to apply for the
assignment.
The 36-year-old Dayton native received his
bachelor's degree in journalism from the University in 1971 and became space editor for Aviation
Week in 1972. Although he has been out of college
for 14 years, be said be has been preparing for
apace flight for the last 15 years.
"First came a very serious interest in space
flight and in flying period," he said. Coming from
a long line of'Snath haters" limited his ability to
deal with the complex math an astronaut must
master, "... but f found I could write a decent
news story-1 decided to combine that (with his
interest in flying) and it worked," he said.
WHILE STILL a student at the University, he
received journalism grants which enabled him to
work at Kennedy Space Center, where all of
America's manned space missions to date were
launched, and at the Johnson Manned Spaceflight
Center in Houston, where all of those missions
wen controlled. Since then, be has written about
700 stories on space flight, and 350 of those were
about the space shuttle program.
Covaultt has
bnaisat' In on simulator
starts with astronauts for 15 years, and has w
as an observer in many high-performance aircraft He i> licensed to fly single-engine passenger
j a journalist into space would provide a
first-person account which has been missing from

other journalistic accounts of space flights.
"There's a lot to be said for capturing the
adventure of space flight with a pretty detailed
first-person account," he said. A first-person
account is always a pretty good way to convey
what goes on to the public, ana a space mission is
no different."
Covault said he would write about more than
lust his experiences if he is chosen to make the
A space mission is a heck of a lot more than
sitting by the window and looking at the earth, "he
said.
HE SAID he would probably write about the
relationships between the shuttle crew members
as they prepare for the launch, about the "adventure of launch - what it takes to get that 100-ton
spaceship up to (traveling at) 25 tunes the speed
of sound... and about the view of earth from
space, and the view of space from space."
The relationships among the crew would be
important because they would be working for a
long period of time in an enclosed environment, he
"They (the crew) all work together to take up a
big U.S. spacecraft. . .there's a degree of hazard,
■ml crew relationships are absolutely critical.
The space shuttle doesn't fly Itself .You fly the
space shuttle," he said.
For Covault, the most exciting part of a space
flight would be "whatever conies next... it's so
gee-whiz and exciting I wouldn't want to separate
one (experience) from another. There's a different experience around every corner."
Covault doesn't see the journalist in space as
merely an observer.
"He baa to be a space shuttle crewman first...
(journalists') objectivity is not much of an issue,"
he said.
• See FUfht, page 6.

dent William H. Taft, said he joined the
ticket because he thinks Rhodes will win
the governorship. Taft said he considered running for Ohio secretary of state
but decided he could better serve the
Republican Party and Ohioans as lieutenant governor.
TAFT SAD) he did not recall a remark
attributed to him, shortly before the 1964
Republican National Convention, that
Rhodes could better serve the Republi-

can Party as an elder statesman than as
a candidate. Taft was quoted as saying,
"We're really at the end of the Rhodes
era, I believe, and we're looking to the
future."
Taft said Ohio needs Rhodes' experience as a four-term governor to better
recruit industry and to overcome what
Taft characterized as an incompetent
administration under Celeste.
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BG News/Kevin Hopkins
Hank Geahlen, parking services attendent. writes up a violation on a vehicle parked In a zone with an
expired meter.

Fines outweigh registration fees
by Jim Nieman
staff reporter

Students paid more money
in parking fines last year than
they did to register their automobiles, according to Jean
Yarnell, Universitf manager
of parking and traffic.
While students paid $162,000
to register their automobiles,

more man $179,000 in fines
were levied against them
from the period beginning
July l, 1964, and ending June
"The majority of students
who get one ticket get 20
tickets," Yarnell mid. "Onehalf to one-third of our tickets
are overtime meter

The overtime meter tickets
carry a $2 fine, and a car can
receive a fine every hour
Yarnell said. The fine was
raised from $1 at the beginning of the fall semester~au
when about half the fines
were increased.
Also at that time, the University Parking Committee • See Parktng, page 6.
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CIAO resignations
irresponsible actions
Tf everyone in the country resigned as readily as
Xsome University Activities Organization members, the nation would be in serious trouble.
We'd have corporations without boards of directors, a Congress without members, courts without
judges, fire and police departments without officers, bars without bartenders ... Well, the list
could go on.
No less than four UAO executive officers have
resigned this fall. That's a huge number considering there are only three members on the executive board at any one time.
People shouldn't accept positions of responsibility if they don't intend to give it their all for the
duration of the term. It sets a bad example for the
campus, and it makes for disorganization and
added frustration within the organization.
We realize the University isn't going to live or die
on the basis of the UAO staff. But organizations are
important to campus. Activities planned by groups
such as UAO can improve interaction, traveipossibilities and just tun among students, so they can
make a difference in students' college experience.
Disgruntled UAO members have said the group
has changed in ways they don't like. They say the
organization is not the same one they joined or
chose to lead.
But the only way to change the organization back
to what they want is to remain in UAO. If they want
a greater emphasis on programming, they should
say so at meetings and make efforts to implement
change.
After all, they can't do much for the organization
from the outside. And if they didn't care enough
about UAO to stick it out for even one semester,
they shouldn't have accepted a position of responsibility in the first place.
W WWU» rSFAa. NttP Tb SttAl U*. MU-lftBY SKttTS?

Letters
BG peddler ordinance
fair to merchants, buyers
This reply is in response to the
Nov. 14 editorial entitled "Protect Peddlers."
Being a local merchant, I feel
the city's new ordinance is a
good one. This ordinance can
protect both the buying public
and the merchants.
The new ordinance will possibly stem the current trend of
national counterfeiters unloading their goods on the general
population.
I had an experience with a socalled "dealer" from out-ofstate who was selling counterfeit
goods here in BowlingT Green.
This type of "peddler • makes
both the buyer unhappy when
his goods mil apart and the
merchant look bad who sells the
particular line that was falsely
represented.
I question why the editor has a
problem with a peddler buyina a
permit. If he's going to take
hundreds, perhaps thousands of
dollars obi of Bowling Green,
giving nothing in return, then
the fee is a small one to pay.
Local businesses pay huge
amounts of inventory, property,
state and local taxes, along with
supporting and contributing to
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various schools, groups, charities and other organizations.
Many of these tax dollars are
going to the University to help
educate thousands, including
your editor. How many peddlers
can say the same?
Several editorials recently
seem to indicate that The BG
News has a certain gripe concerning choice and price in our
town.
Perhaps if you did some legitimate shopping around Bowling
Green, you'd find very wellstocked stores and very competitive stores.
Jeff Mack
Lake Erie Sports, lac.

Hate harsh winds?
Dome the campus
After attending the Toledo vs.
Bowling Green football game
and speaking to many people, I
have come up with a plan to
keep BG in the forefront of educational institutions.
As we all know, Bowling
Green, not Chicago, is the Windy
City. Anyone attending the football game will attest to that
Instead of suggesting a domed
stadium, lets mink bigger. How
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by Justice B. Hill
Somebody, somewhere must
discourage "madmen" from using travelers as Scrabble tiles in
the international game of air
piracy. But let the task not fall to
ibe Egyptians, because the
means they resorted to in Valletta, Malta, accomplished nothing, unless raising the risk of air
travel seems a worthwhile end.
Egyptian officials claimed
"the situation was getting out of
hand." They feared baa would
become worse, so President
Hosni Mubarak and his government, with the apprvalof the
Maltese government, responded
with uncommon swiffcess, sending commandos to board the
Egyptian jetliner.
ine savagery of the outcome
surprised the Maltese. ("They
were insisting/' said a Maltese
spokesman. ''They told the Maltese government that this was
the only way out of the situation.") In retaking the Athensto-Cairo flight, the Egyptian
force killed four hijackers, but
the lives of outlaws matter not a
bit when placed alongside the
lives of the 59 passengers who
died as well.

To be certain, no country has a sure-fire
solution to air piracy. The approach Egypt
took, however, was perhaps the worst; its
actions proved deadlier than those of the
hijackers.
Mubarak, to bis credit, lamented the deaths of innocent
passengers, saying, "I regret
the involvement of certain Arab
countries in criminal practices
that result in nothing but damage and destruction." As yet,
the Egyptian leader has expressed no misgivings about
storming the Jetliner.
Apparently, he had learned
from past hijackings that endless patience counted for nothing in the terrorism business.
Endless patience is one thing,
Mr. Mubarak, no patience, another. The latter is what bis
administration demonstrated.
Such an outcome illustrates
the folly of haste. To be certain,
no country has a sure-fire solution to air piracy. The approach
Egypt took, however, was perhaps the worst; its actions

proved deadlier than those of the
hijackers.
In explaining the raid, Maltese Prune Minister Carmelo
Mifsud Bonnici said, "In no way
should the impression be given
of weakness on our part in the
face of cruelty and inhumanity
of the hijackers. We wanted to
show that we would not give in."
His administration, showing
more candor than Mubarak's,
issued the following statement,
too: "The government feels
deeply sorrowed and greatly
disappointed at the way the hijacking came to an end. This
should serve as an eye-opener
for the future in similar situations."
Such a solution, one as ruthless as the crime itself, would
open Attila the Hun's eyes.

Whether it would deter others those international bands of terrorists bent on expressing political views through murders -cannot be answered readily.
Somewhere, though, there
must be a middle ground, a
place where well-reasoned responses will win out against the
forces that prefer Jimmy Carter-like patience or Mubaraklike brawn as the best remedy.
Improved international cooperation might address the problem best Expanded intelligence
gathering is another alternative,
as are tightened airport security, selective reprisals and flexible negotiations. All have
abundant potential; all better
the Egyptian solution.
In the short term, the United
States, Egypt and the rest of the
civilized world might want to
ponder still another approach:
Steering air travel away from
the Athens airport, for pirates
find it the best place to play
terrorism.
Hill la a Kiplinger fellow at Ohio
State University pursuing a
master's degree in journalism.
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about a domed campus?
If everyone chips in a little
and if there is enough alumni
support, I strongly believe this
could be a reality. I'm sure we'd
be setting the trend for other
schools with similar harsh climates across the nation.
During the winter months,
walking from Harshman Quadrangle to Math Science is not a
pleasurable experience. Ditto
with walking from Offenhauer
Towers to the Student Recreation Center and Moore Musical
Arts Center. Just think for a
moment: it's January and you
could be wearing shorts to class
all month in Bowling Green,
Ohio. What a concept!
The football team would
greatly benefit from this as
would other outdoor athletic
teams. Imagine how many
yards Brian McClure could have
thrown for in a domed stadium.
It would be a great recruiting
tool for Denny Stolz since everyone would love to participate In
the University's indoor complex.
University President Paul
Olscamp could put a real feather
in his cap by pulling this off. He
could lure educators from the
Sun Belt who worry about cold
weather and receive national
attention. Who knows, maybe
the Soviet Union will invite him
over for his next working "vacation". I'm sure he could drum up
enough support to make this
feasible, (mat is if Ruth will let
him).
Who wouldn't want to give
money or be assocated with the
building of the first domed campus.
WeO maybe I nave been
watching too much Buck Rogers
and Star Trek, but I think a
committee should be formed to
look into this.
But even if we Just dome the
stadium, lets build a moat to
keep people from tearing down
the goal posts.
RJ. Chavez
IK Off eakaaer West

by Annte M. Badlk
I have always repressed
my fears regarding the threat
of World War HI. The thought
of the total destruction ofthe
world is one that I try to
avoid, as if ignoring the
threat would prevent if from
happening.
Unfortunately, ingnoring a
problem of this nature does
not provide a solution, so I
have decided to talk of my
fears.
Singly, my feelings may
seem insignificant especially
to the power hungry man. I
count as only one person in
this world, but I hope that
others come to feel what I feel
and in doing so, maybe we
can prevent those vengeful
feelings that may be responsible for pushing the fatal button.
An account of that fateful
day might read like this:
That day, the only living
soul spared on the earth
wrote what final thoughts remained in his heart. With his
love of writing, the only love
left, be wrote words which
would never be read by another. He wrote them with the
last bit of life left in him.
Perhaps God had spared bis
life momentarily so that he
could do what he loved most
in those last few precious

moments which remained. To
those who put him in that
situation, he wrote:
"There are no more people,
so there is no reason to live.
You have destroyed all and
for what? For sole power? it
was a selfish goal. No one has
won, all have lost. The innocent have become victims.
The children whose young
minds knew nothing of the
hungry man's goal have gone
to waste. The newly married
whose dreams of love and
romance have been terminated by the power hungry
man. The student whose
years of learning and knowledge will never see the cure
for cancer because the man
diseased by ignorance pushed
the fatal button. Those who
have respectively grown old
and who live each day to its
fullest have had their last
precious years stolen from
"And then there is the hungry man, he too is gone. His
own unsatiated thirst for
Cer remains unquenched;
soul has dried and he has
buried himself.
"Why have you taken what
was not yours? If you felt you
needed to fight why then did
SDU not confront your enemy
ice to face rather than use
the innocent as the means to
win your battle? It was your
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i^t, not theirs, not mine. I
have nothing. My friends lie
on the ground, lifeless bodies,
whose souls have long departed. I did not tell them that
without them my life would
have been worthless. My family is dead -1 did not even get
a chance to tell them I love
them. You stole even that
from me. My child is gone.
She did not even have a
chance. Shell never laugh
again, nor will she cry, so I.
shed a final tear for her. And
my wife, you took her away
too. God, I cannot stand the
pain any longer. It is tearing
me apart. I can't even remember life without her. You
stole the reason for my very
existence. She was the reason.
I woke up in the morning and
the thought I fell asleep with
at night. I hate you for what
you've done to me. I can.
never have any of it again, so
I do not want to live anymore."
It is now 1985 and we are all
alive. We are the old and the
young, the learners and the
discoverers and no one has
taken our world away. Family, friends and lovers still see
the sun rise each morning and
watch it set each night, and so
too does the power
Badlk la a freshman at the
University majoring In fashion merchandising.
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GSS senator to seek
change in constitution
by Patrida Getter
graduate repoter

The Graduate Student Senate constitution may
come under fire at this Friday's meeting, according to Joshua Isenberg, GSS senator and graduate
student in physics and astronomy.
Isenberg, who has said the constitution is vague
and needs more checks and balances, said he
intends to bring the issue before the senate if GSS
President Dave Anderson does not. GSS will meet
at 2:30 p.m. Friday in the Assembly Room of
McFall Center.
Isenberg was prompted to examine the constitution in detail after finding out that the GSS
Executive Committee donated money to the recent Women for Women "Take Back the Night
Rally," which was held to bring attention to rape
and violent crimes against women.
He said he thought allocation of money should
be voted on by the entire senate and wondered if
the committee's action was permitted by the
constitution.
AFTER READING the constitution, adopted
April 10, 1981, Isenberg found that the Senate
Executive Committee's action was within its
powers. However, he said, the document was
vague, contained no checks and balances and had
a great potential for abuse of power. He also said
the constitution contains spelling and grammatical errors.
Anderson defended the constitution, saying it is
"well written and leaves sufficient discretion for
the executive committee of an organization that
meets monthly." The primary consideration of

Pine tree
vandals
sought

giving the SEC so much discretion is that each
member of the executive committee is elected,
not appointed, he said. The SEC meets weekly
while the senate meets monthly, he added.

$100 reward
offered for
information

Isenberg also objects to Article III, Section 6,
which states, "The GSS can institute any measure
or function deemed proper to the interest of the
graduate student community." This section is the
broadest and vaguest of the document and "leads
to the greatest potential for abuse," Isenberg
said, adding that he doesn't think the SEC has
abused its powers this year.
Does this section mean that GSS can "invade
foreign nations?" Isenberg quipped. Even though
he thinks not, several things need to be clarified,
including how and who determines what is
"deemed proper," he said.
Isenberg wants everything clearly spelled out in
the constitution, including what the powers are,
where they are derived from and who the power is
delegated to.
ALSO, THE authors of the constitution never
made provisions for opposition to issues brought
before the senate, he said.
Isenberg also thinks it would be wise to clarify
Article 7, Section 8, which states, "Except as
otherwise provided in this Constitution, the GSS
shall be governed by Roberts Rules of Order
Revised." He would like to see the rules clearly
spelled out in the constitution.
Isenberg indicated that he is willing to serve on
a committee to revise the constitution. If necessary, he will form the committee himself, he
said.
BG News/Alex Horvath

WBGG-TV to add new transmitter
by Nancy Boatwtck
staff reporter

Viewers of WBGU-TV will
have to go without watching the
campus station for a few weeks
next summer while construction
on a 60-kilowatt transmitter and
transmission line is completed.
But the absence will be worth
it, said Bill Leutz, chief engineer.
"We hope to improve the signal in all areas," he said, adding
that "snowy" pictures and other
problems with transmission
should be eliminated.

In addition, the system will be
available in stereo sound.
The station received official
notification yesterday of a $250,000 grant from the U.S. Chamber of Commerce's National
Telecommunications and Information Administration. The
grant will be used to replace
WBGU's 30 kilowatt transmitter
and transmission line.

by the middle of May and construction should be complete by
July 1, be said. While construction on the system is taking
place, the station will blackout
its signal for about four to five
weeks, Leutz said.

LEUTZ SAID the station will
be analyzing bids within the next
few weeks and hopes to award
the contract for the equipment
by Jan. 1.

WBGU has received similar
grants in the past to purchase
items such as video tape equipment and a computerized editing system. Ir the future, WBGU
hopes to purchase new studio
and field cameras.

It is expected to be delivered

"Announcements will be
made on the air once the timetable has been finned," he said.
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Falcon Two-Step
During half time of the men's basketball game versus Akron.
Jessica Emrich of Lima paired up with Freddie Falcon to do a
little ballroom dancing.

Dateline
Wednesday, Dec. 4
Lecture - Dr. Jan Younger
will give a lecture/video presentation on "Mark Twain and Humor" at 7:30 p.m. in 121 West
Hall. The event is free and open
to the public.
Grad Panel - Women in Communications. Inc. is sponsoring
a grad panel at 7:30 p.m. in the
Town Room of the Union. University graduates will discuss
topics in public relations, radio,
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INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS IN THE
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
American Culture Ph. D. Program (see American Culture Ph. D. Program listing or
contact Professor William Grant at 372-8886)
American Studies (see American Studies listing or contact Professor William Grant at
372-8886 or 372-8110)
Asian Studies (contact Professor Fujiya Kawashima at 372-2196)
Classical Stadia (contact Professor Rkhard Hebein at 372-7154)
Environmental Studies (see Environmental Studtes hsting or contact Center for
Environmental Programs at 372-8207)
Film Studies (contact Professor Jack Nachbar at 372-2982)
International Studies (contact Professor Roger Anderson at 372-2924)
UtkAmerkanStadiesfcontadhofessOTJadTlwmas at 372-2805)
Rusian Studies (contact Professor Patrick Alston at 372-2074)
Women's States (see Women's Studies listing or contact Women's Studies Office
at 372-7133)

A reward has been offered for
Information leading to the arrest
and conviction of those responsible for cutting down the top of a
pine tree at a local church.
The Rev. James Trautwein
rector of St. John's Episcopal
Church, 1509 E. Wooster St said
iesterday the top 3 feet of a 7oot pine tree was cut off Monday night or early yesterday
morning. He said the reward of
$100 is designed to help curb a
string of vandalism against
church property during the last
several years. He said it would
cost more than $200 to replace
the tree.
Trautwein said he suspects
University students have been
the culprits in incidents during
the last several years because or
the church's proximity to the
campus, but added, "We want to
get toe guilty and not blame the
whole group."
These incidents have included
damage to and theft of trees and
shrubs on the church grounds.
Bowling Green police Lt. William Fox said two or three incidents of stolen or topped trees
are reported each year around
Christmas, although this is the
first one reported this year.
Anyone with information
should call the city police at 3521131.
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newspaper and photography. All
majors are welcome.
Seminars in Biology - Collin
Budd from the Medical College
of Ohio will discuss "Extrapancreatic Insulin Synthesis at
3:30 p.m. in 112 Life Science.
Free and open to all.
Concert - Jeff Halsey and
JaFran Jones will perform Arabic, African and Afro-American selections during a faculty
recital at 8 p.m. in Bryan Recital Hall of the Moore Musical

Arts Center. Admission is free
Concert - The BGSU Men's
and Women's Choruses will lead
Christmas carol singing at the
University tree-lighting ceremony at 6 p.m. in the University
Union Oval.
Dateline, a daily service of the
News, lists dates and times of
campus events. Submissions by
all organizations are welcome
and must be turned in typed and
double-spaced one week prior to
theevent.

The Video
Connection .
425 E. Wooster
Located in Open Pantry

Mon.-Thur.

| Rent VCR & 2 Tapes
only 8,99
Mastercard & Visa Available
OPEN 7 DAYS till MIDNIGHT

Congra t ula tions

1985 Order of Omega Initiates
Anne Ahlgren
Kirsten Anderson
Kim Applegarth
Jill Baucom
Susan Bell
Diane Bird
Jennifer Booth
Holly Cartwright
Kim Chickey
Judy Conner
Joseph Conrad
Jonathan Cook
Joellyn DeBlase
Jennifer DeBord
Connie DelVecchio
Patty DeWine
Dana Durbin
Alicia Emmerth
Maria Esway
Cheryl Ferkany

Kevin Gaffney
Wendy Gray
Melanie Greek
Denise Hartzell
Martha Haskins
Fred Heegan
Melinda Henderson
Cheryl Henke
Nancy Hoover
Heidi Hosick
Ronald Hutchinson
Margaret Kelley
Amy Kizer
Bobbie Jean Kopyar
Kevin Kovesci
Christine McDonald
John McDonald
Mike McGreevey
Amy McFarland
Amy McLean

Michelle Nemes
Jan Nolte
Laura Peebles
Beth Perry
Linda Powell
Brenda Reeb
Christine Sayers
Liz Selby
James Shaffer
Craig Stoll
Nancy Thorpe
Lisa Todd
Anne Tudhope
Colleen Vaughn
Michael Vetter
Leslie Walters
Carrie Weir
Michael Wagar
Sylvia Young
Jill Zemka
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Students break social norms
by RonCouhcr
reporter

If you ever get into an elevator
and find everyone facing toe
back wall, chances are you are
not oo Candid Camera or in the
Twilight Zone.
More likely, you are being
tested for your reaction to a
broken norm.
"Our culture has certain
agreed-on rules that control our
behavior," said Jerry Wicks,
associate professor of sociology.
He said the rules are called
norms.
Richard Weaver, professor of
interpersonal and public communication (IPCO), said, "Most

Sociology professor Peggy
Giordano said, "People get upset when taken-for-granted rules
are broken."

of our behavior is governed by
rules. In many cases, the rules
are clear, but they aren't
stated."
Professors in the sociology
and IPCO departments occasionally assign their students to
go out on campus and break
norms to show the students the
pervasiveness of norms in society.

Giordano added that some
people do not react at all when
surprised, and mat in itself is a
norm.
Wicks said the most effective
norm violations are subtle.
"Some students go too far. I
prefer the students do something minor, like wearing mismatched socks or violating a
simple language rule repeatedly."
Weaver assigned one of his
IPCO SOS classes to go out in
groups of two so that one student

"The point of the exercise,"
Wicks said, "is to illustrate the
informal rules that guide our
behavior, often without our realizing it."
WHEN A norm is broken, the
reaction of the "victim" ranges
from bewilderment to shock.

Infections, frostnip
common in winter
With the icy effects and seasonal hazards of winter already
starting to grip the campus as well as Ohio, this week has been
proclaimetr'Winter Safety Week" by Gov. Richard Celeste.

Several residents in McDonald Quadrangle will share some
of their Christmas spirit on Dec.
13 in a first year Christmas
program with 14 children from
St. Anthony's Villa in Toledo.

The program, from 5 p.m. to
8:30 p.m., will Involve only one
age category, boys and girls
from 6 to 9 years old, of the four
different categories in St. Anthony's Villa. St Anthony's is the
only orphanage in Toledo.

She said the severity of frostnip "depends on bow hard the
wind is blowing."
By covering the ears and wearing gloves, she said frostnip
can be prevented.

One or several residents who
have signed up to sponsor a child
for the day will pay $3.70 in food
coupons for the child's meal at

\

Urge 2 Item Pizza

THE DINNER will be followed by games and a visit from
Santa Clans, both set up by AM
680 WFAL. Residents who sponsor a child together will contribute no more than fS to buy a gift
to be put in Santa's grab bag.
A Christmas movie or cartoons and a sing-a-long will follow.

"It's a good way to promote
good will during Christmas
time," said Barb Colnar, coordinator of the event and resident
adviser in McDonald West.

SHE ADDED that they are most commonly spread by
students talking to each other or sharing food or drinks.
Navin said students could prevent upper-respiratory infections by not sharing food or drinks with each other, handwashing, eating well, exercising and getting adequate rest.
Another common winter ailment reported to the health
center is not frostbite but frostnip, Navin said. Symptoms
include redness of ears or nose as well as a loss of sensation or
no feeling in these areas.

I

the McDonald Garden Terrace
Deli and Soda Shoppe.

by Susan McDonald
reporter

The most common winter problems affecting students Include upper-respiratory Infections and frostnip, according to
JoanneNavin, R.N., clinic coordinator at the Student Health
Center.
"Chances of exposure to upper-respiratory (infections) and
colds are greater in the winter," since students are more
outside in the summer and not closely confined, she said.
"They're spread by people being together," she said. "Students are more closely confined."

Want*

Ray Dunlap, a junior radiotelevuuon-fllm mam-, lay down
on the steps in front of the Union
and pretended to be asleep. "It
was interesting," Dunlap said.
"Most people Just walked
around me, but one person shook
me and asked me what I was
doing."

Quad plays Santa
to area orphans

by Susan McDonald
reporter

t

could break a norm while his or
her partner observed the reactions.
One of Weaver's students. Sue
Corbln, a senior public relations
major, looked through a garbage can outside the University
Union. "A few people stopped
and asked me if I was looking for
something; some tost gave me
strange looks," Corbln said.

The Christmas program,
sponsored by WFAL, started
with a Christinas for Kids project last season and developed
into this program.
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more writing skill and expertise in most subjects.

Students who put off those
100-level courses until their
senior year must face the
penalties of University policy, but according to academic advisers, the penalties
arent severe and few seniors
are affected by the rule.
Students who don't take 100level courses until their senior year are penalized by
having an hour tacked on to
their graduation requirements. For every 100-level
course a senior takes, he
must take another hour over
the minimum 122 hours required for graduation.

"I BEUEVE when a senior
takes a 100-level class it's
because it's a class they always wanted to take but
never did," Smith said.
Joseph Spinelll, associate
dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences, said the rule
exists to encourage upperclassmen to get lower level
classes out of the way rather
than putting the '•'■fwr off.

Basic English courses,
however, carry a stiffer penalty. Seniors who haven't successfully completed English
111 have to take an extra
three hours of courses, and
seniors who haven't passed
English 112 have to take an
extra four hours beyond the
122 minimum.
Sylvia Smith, student adviser in the College of Business Administration, said the
rule exists because seniors
shouldn't be competing
against freshmen and sophomores for class space or for
grades since seniors have

"It's not a major problem,
but it does occur ana seniors
put themselves in bind by
delaying," he said.
Jane Wood, director of the
advising program in the College rrf Education and Allied
Professions, said most students take more than IB
hours so taking a 100-level
course rule doesn't hurt many
students.
Smith said she warns students of this rule when they
have a degree audit in their
junior year, and very few
students are penalised.
Computer courses and foreign language courses are
exempt from this rule. Students are not penalized for
taking beginning computer or
foreign language courses during their senior year.
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Few seniors affected by rule

"The purpose is to get residence bills more involved with
the community and give them a
Christmas feeling," Colnar said.
She said she is pleased with the
reception from McDonald Quad
residents and is promoting It to
the rest of the campus.
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Delayed courses
cause penalties
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Holiday Happenings
AT

Seasons & Styles
BIG LOOKS-SMALL PRICES
123 S. Main near Four Corners, B.C.

LADIES
Sportswear

Accessories
Trifari earrings '4.50 and up
Trifari necklaces '10.50 and up
Necklaces '5.00 and up
Bangles '3.00 and up
Pins '5.00 and up
Wool & Knit Berets '7.00
Fashion Hats '15.00
Long Hand-Knit Winter Scarves '15.00
Fashion Scarves Fashion Scarves '7-9.00
Silk Scarves '12.00 and up
Silk Ties with clasps '15.00
Plaid Ties '7.00
Leather Ties '12.00
Assorted Belts '5.00 and up
Assorted Socks '2.00
Pantyhose '5.00
Underwear '2-4.00
Handmade Leather Purses '25-45.00
Evening Bags '30.00
Watches '28-40.00
Umbrellas '7.00
Shoes '20.00 and up

Cvw %
•\ H

Formal & Casual Wear
Women's Blouses '15-35.00
Women's Wool Pants '22.00
Women's Plaid Pleated Skirts '22.00
Designer Dresses:
Albert Nipon '58.00
Daniel Barrett '56.00 •
Satin Pant Suits '80-90.00
Velvet Dresses '90.00 and up
Wool & Mohair Suits '120.00 and up
Casual Plaid Suits '60.00

100% Handknit Cotton Sweaters '25.00 and up
Shaker Knit Sweaters
Angora Sweaters '25.00 and up
Silk Sweaters 35.00
Assorted Acrylic Sweaters '15.00 and up
100% Handknit Cotton Vests '19.00 and up
Fisherman Knit Vest '12.00
Oversized Vests '12.00
Corduroys '25.00 and up
Heavy Cotton Pants '20.00
Gasoline Jeans '35.00 and up
Stone Washed jeans '30.00 and up
Stirrup Pants '18.00
Cotton Blouses '15.00 and up
Flannel Shirts '21.00
Paisley Blouses '12.00
Sweatshirts '8.00 or 2 for '14.00

MEN
Sportswear

Accessories

Designer Sweaters '35.00
Assorted Sweatshirts '8.00
Casual & Dress Jeans '24-28.00
Heavy Cotton Pants '20.00

Scarves '15.00
Ties '12-16.00
Leather Ties '8-12.00
Leather Cloves '15-18.00
Sporty Driving Cloves '12-15.00
Leather Wallets '6-17.00
Dress Socks '1.60-2.60
Cotton Tube Socks 99*

MASTER CARD & VISA ACCEPTED

^

Formal & Casual Wear
Suits: Austin Reed, Bill Blass,
Christian Dior, Jeremy Cobb
Two & Three-Piece Suits '159-280.00
Sport Blazers '160-190.00
Silk Shirts '40.00
Dress Shirts '12.50-22.00
Sweaters By: London Fog, Pierre Cardin
'27-35.00
Cardigans '22-30.00

LAYAWAYS & GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
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Academic cheating expensive gamble Graduates cautioned

by Asay Reyes
reporter

The end of the semester puts
praam on University students
every year through exams and
term papers. Each student has a
different way of handling pressure, whether it be through an
honest effort or through the simple and often expensive method
of cheating.
Anne Marie Lancaster, chairwoman of the Academic Honesty Committee, said, "When a
student buys a term paper, there
is no Indication of competence
and the enhancement of a student's writing skills is not prospering. When an instructor
assigns a term paper this is one
of the reasons.''
"To turn in a paper that is not
your own work violates the University Academic policy," Lancaster said.
The Academic Honesty Committee is an appeal board on
matters of academic honesty.
The committee consists of four

faculty members, three undergraduate students, one graduate
student and one member of Student Affairs.
THE COMMITEE listens to
appeals of students who have
been charged by an instructor
with a violation. About three to
four hearings are heard each
semester.
An instructor who has charged
a student with cheating must
support his charge with evidence in order to uphold it in a
hearing.

' Ijinoaster said that almost no
one is charged with buying a
term paper because it is difficult
to find evidence.
"Most cases are when two
students turn in the same paper," she said, "or when the
instructor recognizes the source
as being copied"
When the student is charged,
the instructor goes over the
charge with the student and
informs him or her of the penalty, she said.
The student can appeal the

charge within five days of receiving the penalty ana request
a hearing with the dean of the
college in which the course Is
taught, Lancaster said.

If the committee finds the
student guilty, the student can
be charged with the penalty
imposed by the instructor or
another penalty decided by the
committee.
FOR EXAMPLE, if the student is charged with plagiarism
on examinations, the minimum
penalty is failure of the examination or assignment and the
maximum penalty is failure in
the course.

uted on campus claim that their
service saves time and improves grades.
"The company's service does
enhance students' grades and
save time, but it's dishonest,"
Lancaster said.

about job agencies
by Amanda Stein
reporter

The company provides 15,279
research papers to choose from.
Each essay topic is described in
a catalog available through the
mall from its Los Angeles headquarters. The flyers guarantee
customers prompt andconfidential service.
The Academic Honesty Committee had a lawyer look Into the
process of distributing the flyers
and found that there is no law
against posting the flyers, Lancaster said.

Education graduates who
wish to teach in a foreign
country need to exercise caution when looking for a position, according to Jerry
Richardson, assistant director of the Placement Office.
Many agencies exist that
promise to find students a
job, but in Richardson's opinion, they are in business for
the fee only.
"I guess I have a negative
attitude about these agencies,
but I've seen so many of them
and so few results," be said.

If the committee finds the
student innocent, the penalty
imposed by the instructor is
However, she said, students
revoked.
are taking risks of being eiTerm papers and exams can Ci from school, dismissed
be bought from other students or
the class or failed in the
businesses such as Research assignment by cheating. The
Assistance Inc.
incident will always be on a
Although the company refused student's record and create a
to comment, their flyers distrib- negative impression, she said.

A typical agency sends out
a brochure saying that they
will supply invaluable information to the graduate
looking for a job in a foreign
country, for a small fee.
"In return for the 'small
fee ' students receive a list of
addresses of the possible employers in their field. We have
the exact same type of information here in the Placement
Office, at no cost," Richardson said.
"I have a friend who sent $5
to one of these agencies and
all he got back was one address," he added.
HE ALSO noted that If a
student gets a job through one
of these agencies, he must
pay even more.
"Either the agency directly
charges a student a fee, normally a few hundred dollars,
or indirectly, the money gets
taken out of the salary. One

Parking
• Continued from page 1.
made up of faculty, administration, staff
and students - decided to raise the per hour
parking meter charge from 10 cents to 25
cents, Yarnell said.
YARNELL SAID this was done because
the fines should cost more than what it costs
to feed the meters all day because Parking
and Traffic doesn't have a large enough
staff to make it to each lot every hour.
The committee also decided to have only
one lot with meters with 10-hour limits
(most others had two-hour limits) because
most metered lots are closer to the buildings
than those lots that require a permit. Yarnell said metered lots are for "convenient
short-term parking."
Overall, Yarnell said Parking and Traffic
made about $515,000 last year. In addition to
the money made from student parking
registration and fines. Parking and Traffic
made $81,000 off employee automobile registration, $43,000 in non-student fines (which
includes faculty, staff and University visitors), and $50,000 in parking meter income.
However, because Parking and Traffic Is
an auxiliary service of the University, it
must pay rent for the offices in the campus

building (the Commons) that it occupies,
along with utilities, office supplies, tickets,
maps, electricity for lights In the parking
areas, uniforms, scooters, and its largest
expense, personnel.
All tola, Parking and Traffic had expenses of about $448,000 last year. Since it is
a government agency and thus is not allowed to make a profit, the remainder of the
money was put into the current fund balance that is used to create new parking lots
or improve existing ones.
YARNELL SAID it costs more to park in
metered lots at the University than in the
city and the fines are higher at the University because the University doesn't want
students using the lots when they come to
campus to attend classes. She said Parking
and Traffic prefers that those lots are used
only for short-term visitors to campus and
that there are other lots where commuters
can register and park.
"We are placing a lot more people in a
concentrated area than the city Is .. . and
the only way to convince people to park in
the proper parking
area is to give them a
fine If they don't,'rYameU said.
"Parking at the University is strictly a

user fee. Only those people who use the
privilege pay for the privilege; only those
people who abuse the parking regulations
pay the additional expense," she said.
While the University attempts to walk a
delicate balance between who does and
doesn't use its metered lots, so does the city.
"The philosophy (of the city) has basically been not to charge so much for
parking that it discourages people from
shopping downtown," said Colleen Smith,
Bowling Green's assistant municipal administrator.
Smith said that there are four styles of
parking meters in the city: 10-hour meters
that cost 5 cents an hour; 10-hour meters
that cost 10 cents an hour; two-hour meters
that cost 10 cents an hour; and 15-minute
meters that cost 5 cents for every 15 minutes.
Two officers from the Bowling Green
Police Department exclusively patrol the
meters and the program pays for itself,
Smith said. "Unfortunately, it doesn't pay
for the funding for the new projects," she
said.
The fine for a meter violation is $3, but it
costs the offender only $1 if he pays the fine
within 48 hours, she said.
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"My bout with
bulimia began as a diet
that got out of hand'
99

Flight
• Continued from page 1.
THE JOURNALIST selected
for the flight will be responsible
to help with certain day-to-day
tasks on the flight, said Alan
Ladwig, manager of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration's Space Flight
Participant Program.
He or she will help prepare
meals, help keep the spacecraft
dean, and help to maintain the
safety of the shuttle's working
environment, Ladwig said.
The journalist-in-space flight
wiU lift off sometime in thefall
of 1906, most likely on one of two
flights scheduled for September,
he said.
One of the September flights
will feature the retrieval ofthe
Long-Duration Exposure Facility, which was left in orbit on
a recent mission to test the effects on various materials of

Karla Shealy, Sylvania, Ohio
"I was in high school when it started Before
our senior trip to Florida my friends and I
decided to lose weight They went on diets—
I began forcing myself to vomit.
At first I would throw up occasionally after
eating
maybe once a week Soon it was a
daily ritual Binging and vomiting became a
way of dealing with my emotions Whenever I
was bored, anxious or lonely I would turn to
food for comfort, stuffing myself until I couldn't
eat any more . and then I'd throw up It
became an uncontrollable urge
. a way of
getting lost.
At first I was able to hide it But after a
while I began to feel terrible
. very tired, very
shaky at times, a lot of headaches, and very
depressed Finally I told my mother what was
going on
and I asked for help and support
to break the habit She made an appointment
for me at St V's—the only hospital in the
region that treats eating disorders"
The Northwest Ohio Center for Eating
Disorders' individualized treatment helps
bulimics-teens and adults who binge-and
purge—as well as anorectics and compulsive
eaters. The Center's comprehensive program
offers:
• inpatient medical treatment;
• an outpatient program which offers
psychological counseling, support groups,
and family therapy;
• a team of physicians, nurses, dieticians, and
therapists who specialize in the treatment of
eating disorders, develop a treatment plan to
meet each person's special needs;
• affiliation with Family Service of Hancock
County
"With their help, I got control of my life.
I no longer need to turn to food for comfort"

way or another, the student
pays," be said.
There are a few credible
agencies out there, such as
the Association for the Advancement of International
Education (AAIE) or the U.S.
Department of Overseas
Schools, said Brent Wendling,
instructor of education.
"These agencies are umbrella organizations for hundreds of schools. Through
them you can get lists of
reputable schools," Wendling
When Wendling contacted
the school In South America
he wanted to work for, they
told him he bad to register
with the agency they do all
their business with.
"Any agency that a school
would recommend must be
reliable. They must be happy
with their work," he said.
"Some schools want to use
a central agency to organize
interviews and appointments
when they come to the U.S.
The school sends a list of their
needs, and the agency checks
their files and sets up interviews," be said.
Job fairs, In which schools
come to the United States and
interview personally, are
usually held in February or
March. The University of Toledo will hold interviews during the winter, and Bowling
Green usually participates.
Wendling and Richardson
both think newly graduated
students should be careful
about putting money down for
an agency.
long exposure to a space environment, Ladwig said.
Applications became available Monday for the journalistin-space program and are due
Jan. 15. The final selection will
be announced April 17, said Eric
Johnson, who is in charge of
making the selection for the
Association of Schools of Journalism and Mass Communication. ASJMC is administering
the application and selection
process for NASA.
The program is open to any
journalist who has the backing
of his or her news organization,
is a U.S. citizen, and have at
least five year's experience as a
journalists.
Covault will be in Bowling
Green Monday to meet with a
group of University officials to
develop an educational outreach
program in support of his application for his possible flight.
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Elsewhere
General Dynamics contracts suspended
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WASHINGTON (AP) - General Dynamics Corp. yesterday lost its right to
obtain any new government contracts,
one day after the firm and four former
or current executives, Including NASA
Administrator James Beggs, were indicted on fraud charges.
The contract suspension, announced
by the Defense Department, is the
second such action imposed on the
nation's third-largest defense contractor this year. The latest suspension
applies not only to Pentagon contracts,
but also to any other government work.
Company executives had no immedi-

ate comment on the decision, which
was announced by the Navy in its role
as executive agent for the Pentagon on
all contractual matters Involving General Dynamics.
The suspension will prevent the nation's third-largest defense contractor
from receiving any new Pentagon work
for at least 30 days. The company will
now have the right to contest the sanction or propose corrective actions. After formal pleadings, government
officials will decide whether or when
the freeze should be lifted.
"THE SUSPENSION does not affect

contracts already awarded to General
Dynamics, but these contracts will not
be renewed or extended during the
suspension period," the Navy said.
The imposition of the freeze on new
contracts comes at a crucial point in
General Dynamics' dealings with the
Pentagon. The company manufactures
the Air Force's F-16 Jet fighter, and is
facing a special competition ordered by
Congress involving the F-16 and the
Northrop Corp.'s F-20 fighter. That
competition will begin shortly under
terms of the Pentagon's fiscal 1966
budget.

General Dynamics is also the country's sole producer of nuclear-powered
Trident missile submarines. The Navy
has been trying to convince the Newport Newss Shipbuil
sliding and Drydock
Co. to compete with General Dynamics
for Trident contracts. A Navy source
who demanded anonymity said yesterday the service will likely redouble
those efforts given the St. Louis-based
company's latest legal problems.
The last such freeze imposed on
General Dynamics lasted three
months, from May 21 to Aug. 13, and
delayed the award of more than $1

billion in contracts. It was ordered by
Navy Secretary John Lehman during
disclosures the company had submitted Questionable administrative
and overhead claims on defense contracts.
GENERAL DYNAMICS finally managed to overcome that suspension by
~ a 6676 J83 fine for M*p~>f<ng
to retired Adm. Hyman
establishing a new corporate code of ethics: withdrawing $56
million worth of questionable overhead
claims; negotiating $156.1 million expense claims.

Ohio GOP delays Post-summit 'Star Wars' compromise,
endorsement plan arms control doubtful, officials say
COLUMBUS (AP) - Ohio's
GOP brass decided yesterday
to sit for another seven weeks
on a controversial proposal
for the party to endorse a
governor-lieutenant governor
ticket in advance of the June
1966 primary.
By a vote of 27-6, the GOP
State Central and Executive
Committee adopted a motion
delaying action until Jan. 25
on the proposal by state Rep.
Robert Netzley, R-Laura, to
make an endorsement In a
field that already has attracted three gubernatorial
contenders.
Netzley, Miami County's
Republican chairman, is
seeking a party nod for state
Senate President Paul GilImor, Port Clinton, over former four-term Gov. James
Rhodes and state Sen. Paul
Pfeifer, Bucyrus, the party's
unsuccessful candidate for
U.S. Senate in 1962.
NETZLEY, A staunch conservative, is a longtime adversary of Rhodes and an
advocate of a Pfeifer candidacy for attorney general.
The veteran Miami County
lawmaker has said, among
other things, that Rhodes left
the state in bad finanrtpi
shape when he departed from

the governor's office In 1983
and would be vulnerable to
attack on that issue.
SOME MEMEBERS of the
state committee apparently
were not aware that Rhodes,
in a move that could enhance
his chances for the endorsement, announced inCincinnati late yesterday his choice
of Hamilton County Commissioner Robert Taft H - member of one of the state's best
known political families - as
his lieutenant governor running mate.
Committee Treasurer Robert Holmes said the question
of endorsements should be
put off until next month because the committee had not
been informed on the candidates' choices for the No. 2
spot on the ticket.
Gillmor and Pfeifer both
have said that they will not
pick their running mates until
at least January.
Cuyahoga County GOP
Chairman Robert Hughes, a
close Rhodes booster who is
generally regarded as a Rhodes' emissary on the committee, spoke against any prefirimary endorsements - at
east until after the Feb. 20
filing deadline.

WASHINGTON (AP) - VS.
and Soviet positions on "Star
Wars" have hardened in the
aftermath of the Geneva summit, American officials say,
making it more difficult to find a
compromise that would clear
the way for a comprehensive
nuclear arms control
agreement.
Moscow Is understood to have
promised further concessions in
its latest arms control proposal moving closer to the U.S. position - if the administration will
drop its Star Wars research orogram officially known as the
Strategic Defense Initiative.
Space-based weapons, along
with strategic and intermediaterange missiles, are the subjects
of the U.S.-Soviet arms control
talks scheduled to resume in
Geneva on Jan. 16.
A member of the U.S. summit
delegation said President Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev engaged in "a dialogue of the deaf" on Star Wars
in Geneva, with neither conceding any validity to the other's
point of view.
REAGAN STRESSED SDI's
potential as a defensive shield
against nuclear attacks, several
informed officials said, while

Gorbachev saw it as a ploy to
develop a first-strike capability
for the United States - to attack
without fear of counter-attack.
When Reagan proposed his
open laboratories strategy for
each nation to send scientists to
keep track of the other's Star
Wars research. Gorbachev
countered with his own open
laboratories offer for each side
to make sure there wasn't any
research at all.
The result was that there was
no real discussion of what Star
Wars is about, and no progress
made toward the American goal
of drawing Moscow into a dicussion of bow to mix offensive and
defensive weapons systems,
according to participants.
Several officials said the U.S.
position had definitely hardened, in part because of the
Soviet attitude at the summit.
Officials suggested that before
the summit Reagan was signaling flexibility by emphasizing
that the United States would
insist on its right to conduct Star
Wars research, but without
mentioning testing or development.
GORBACHEV RAD In the
past suggested the Soviets might
not oppose laboratory research.

Between those two positions,
some officials said, there was
room for a compromise. But
Gorbachev refused to discuss
research at the summit, the
officials said.
"They tried their level best to
break down our position without
offering anything in return, and
they didn't get away with It,"
said Paul Nitze, senior arms
control adviser to Reagan.
A senior State Department
official said, "The Soviets made
a big mistake in the way they
dean with SDL It's a very personal thing with the president.
And they've got to deal with it
that way."
"They cant Just say it's a
product of the military-industrial complex, that it's expensive and will cost a trillion
dollars, and therefore you
shouldn't do it," added the official, who insisted on anonymity.
In post-summit comments,
Gorbachev insisted there can be
no progress on a strategic nuclear arms control accord without an end to Star Wars.
similarly administration officials insist there will be no give
on the American side. "I don't
see any agreement that is worth-

while that gives up SDI, nor does
the president," Edward Rowny,
a senior arms control adviser to
Reagan, said in an interview.
ONE PROBLEM hampering
serious negotiations, according
to experts both inside and outside government, is confusion
over what Star Wars Is supposed
to be. Officials readily concede
that statements emanating from
the White House, including from
the president, have not always
been consistent.
■ While Reagan has said the
system would be non-nuclear,
one official said that as now
envisioned It would involve an
X-ray laser powered by a nuclear explosion.
"I cant say there isn't a discrepancy " said the official. He
also said Reagan's promise that
the United States should share
Star Wars technology with the
Soviets and that the system
would eventually render nuclear
weapons useless are views that
are not widely shared in the
government.
Former Defense Secretary
Harold Brown said Reagan's
concept of a fool-proof defense is
probably unattainable.
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Comet not an easy find
WASHINGTON (AP) - CoW
■lr poured in through the open
roof and gears whirred as the
dome turned 3lightly; then,
there it was in the chill night,
back after three-quarters of a
century - Bailey's Comet
It doesn't look like the pictures
in the book, at least not yet, and
finding it is a bit of an effort. But
even for an amateur at stargazing the final success is exciting.
Comet Halley, back for the
first time since 1910, is closing in
on Earth and becoming available for viewing with binoculars
and telescopes.
"It forms a triangle with the
two bright stars in view," Rich
SchmidTof the U.S. Naval Observatory explained after lining
up the 12-inch lens on the apparition in the sky.
A little squinting through the
lens and there it was, looking
like a dim star surrounded by a

fuzzy cloud. There's no tall yet;
that will form as it gets closer to
the sun, and may be visible in
March and April depending on
sky conditions.
"THIS IS the same telescope
used to observe the Comet Halley in 1910," Schmidt went on,
adding a sense of history to the
half-dozen visitors huddled beneath the open dome of the observatory.
A few minutes later, after a
trek to a second observatory
dome, a larger, newer 24-inch
telescope allowed an even better
view of the famous cometthough it still resembled a furry
cloud with a dim star in the
middle.
The lights of the nation's capital blinked in the clear night air
surrounding the observatory,
but its location on a hill on
Massachusetts Avenue in northwest Washington D.C. helps

raise the watchers above interference by the lights. That problem will prove more formidable
to other would-be Halley observawho will need binoculars
a location away from cities
to see the comet
Sometimes dramatic in its appearances. Comet Halley will be
best seen from south of the equator on this visit and will not
come as close to Earth as it
sometimes has, making it
harder to view.
Nonetheless, the comet's fame
is undimmed thanks to media
attention lavished on this first
comet to be predicted - by Edmund Halley.
THE ENGLISH astronomer
was able to use the laws of
motion to calculate that dramatic comets seen in 1531, 1607
and 1682 were the same. In 1695
he correctly predicted the comet
would be back in 1758.

Bishops urge stand on issues
VATICAN CITY (AP) - Canadian bishops yesterday urged
an international assembly of
bishops to take a stand on the
threat of nuclear war and Third
World debt calling the issues
two of "the most urgent problems of our time."
U.S. bishops attending the
two-week synod promptly supported the Canadian initiative.
"The future of the world hangs
precariously on these two issues," Bishop Bernard Hubert
of Saint Jean-Longueuil, Quebec, president of the Canadian
Bishops Conference, said in a
written statement submitted to
the synod.
The statement said the synod
should issue a message that
affirms "the determination of
Christians to take part in building a better world by confronting two of the most urgent
problems of our time..."

Hubert, who made the proposal on behalf of more than 160
Canadian bishops, said later,
"The synod should convey a
word of hope to the world, and
we can do so by expressing our
shared preoccupation over these
two issues."
BISHOP JAMES Malone of
Youngstown, Ohio, said be
agreed it was "appropriate for
the synod of bishops to express
its concern about these issues."
Malone said, "Both are matters of great importance to the
bishops of the United States as
expressed in their 1963 collective
pastoral letter on peace and in
the pastoral letter on economic
justice now scheduled for completion in November 1986."
The 1983 document condemned first-strike usage of nuclear weapons and demanded a

halt to the growth of superpower
arsenals.
A draft of the 1986 pastoral
letter says U.S. foreign assistance should be geared to meet
basic human needs and promote
social and economic development rather than security interests alone.
Pope John Paul II convened
the 165-member extraordinary
synod to assess the impact of the
196245 Second Vatican Council,
which fashioned far-reaching reforms in liturgy, ecumenism,
church government and seminary education.
HUBERT SUGGESTED that
the bishops' concern on the two
issues be reflected in a pastoral
message that will be issued at
the end of the synod on Sunday.
The message, addressed to all
Catholics, is being drafted by a
panel of five bishops.

News Briefs
Sohio accepts tax charge, plans reorganization
CLEVELAND (AP) - Standard Oil Co. of
Ohio said yesterday that it will take a $1.15
billion after-tax charge against its fourth-quarter earnings, reflecting the cost of reorganizing
its mineral operations.
In the fourth quarter of 1964, Sohio had a 8290
million profit on revenues of $3.2 billion.
Sohio said the reorganization will include
expenditure of $400 million over three years to
modernize its copper mines near Salt Lake
City, Utah, which were closed earlier this year
because of operating losses. That protect will
make some assets obsolete or surplus, the
announcement said.
Also contributing to the special charge, Sohio
said, will be the reassessment of the value of
some mineral reserves; previously announced

The Ohio State University
School of Architecture offers
nationally accredited graduate
programs with the following degrees:
• Master of Architecture
• Master & Doctor of Philosophy
in City & Regional Planning
• Master of Landscape
Architecture
For students with either professional
or academic undergraduate degrees.
For information Write or Call;
Professor W. Longshore
The Ohio State University
School of Architecture
105 Brown Hall
190 West 17th Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43210
(614) 422-1012
Students should sign-up for interviews at the
BG Placement Office.

TROY Ohio (AP) - Gov. Richard Celeste
used a hazardous waste site as a backdrop
yesterday to sign a bill he called one of the most
important pieces of legislation passed by the
General Assembly this year.
The bill, sponsored by Rep. Fred Deering, DMonroeviile, raises waste disposal fees and
establishes new ones to create a pool of money
that can be used to match federal Superfund
monies for cleanup, assuming that Congress
reauthorizes that program.
"After a decade of neglecting these health
problems, we are now moving aggressively to
clean up hazardous waste sites hi the state,"
Celeste said as he stood in front of the former

TOLEDO (AP) - Two black men are suing
the Village of Ottawa Hills, a wealthy rest
dential area within Toledo, based on allegations
that police and village officials have tried to
keep blacks from walking through the community.
Leonardo and Marquez Fields, both of Toledo, have filed suit, with the help of the
American Civil Liberties Union, against the
village. Police Chief Joseph Eich and Patrolman William Willingham.
William McCready, solicitor for Ottawa Hills,
said yesterday he had not seen a copy of the
lawsuit and could not comment.
The two said in the lawsuit that they were
walking along an Ottawa Hills street to their
home, which is on the same street but outside

GERMAN DRAMA WORKSHOP
SPRING SEMESTER 1986
(Friday, December 6,2 p.m., Shatzel 246)
Do you have a good German
pronunciation and are you interested in
theater? Earn up to 5 hrs. of credit by
participating in the German language
production of a Brecht play under the
direction of one of the outstanding
professional directors from the German
Deomcratic Republic.
For further information, call Dr. Klaus Schmidt
(2-2260) or the department (2-2268).

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
5XXXX,

Second Semester Leases
2 Bedroom Apts. - Furn. & Unfurn.
We pay Heat, Water, Cable, Trash
Pick Up, and All of Gas.
For a good place to live — See Us.
»»»»:»» Call 352-9135

United Scrap Lead Co. dump about a mile south
of Troy.
VS. Environmental Protection Agency
crews have been excavating the site for more
than a week as part of an emergency Superfund
cleanup, seeking to remove dirt contaminated
with lead up to 75 times the levels considered
safe. The lead comes from batteries that were
reprocessed at United Scrap Lead from 1946 to
Protect coordinator Michael McLeod has
said the emergency operation will cost as much
as $500,000 and a complete cleanup of the 25
acres could cost $18 million and take two years.

2 blacks sue village on discrimination charge

ORIENTATION MEETING

Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.

He said Sohio knew the Utah operation was
not competitive because of outdated facilities
and high labor costs when it was obtained in
Sohio's $1.8 billion acquisition of Kennecott
Corp. in 1981. Whitehouse said studies were
undertaken on a modernization plan.

Bill raises waste disposal fees, cleanup funds
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staff reduction and organisation programs;
regulatory measures associated with its Alaska
oil operations; and the sale of some assets.
"Apart from these special charges, our basic
oil and gas production, refining and marketing
businesses continue at a pace somewhat
stronger than indicated in the third quarter,"
Sohio Chairman Alton Whitehouse said.
"The Utah property contains high-quality
reserves that we believe are competitive on a
world scale," be said.

9-5 M-F

the village limits, when they were stopped by
Willingham about 4:30 p.m. on Dec. 9,1964.
The stop allegedly was made without probable cause or reasonable suspicion-.
Willingham made them show Identification
and detained them while he called police headquarters to run a records check, the lawsuit
said.
No record was found, the lawsuit said, but the
officer directed the men to get in his patrol car
and drove them home.
The suit alleged that the detention was done
in bad faith, was not justified and was based
solely on their race. It said the detention was
the result of a "conspiracy... to deny, curtail,
or discourage pedestrian passage through Ottawa Hills by nonresident black persons/"

Sports
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Don't KISS off Cleveland

Falcons crack Browns deserve better treatment
AP Top Twenty
Sideline

For the first time in the
University's history, the
Bowling Green football team
has been ranked in the Associated Press Top Twenty.
The Falcons were rated
20th in this week's poll, which
was released yesterday
morning.
"This is a great accomplishment, but we won't stay
there long if we don't win at
the Cal Bowl," Falcon head
coach Denny Stolz said.
Bowling Green, 11-0, will
represent the Mid-American
Conference at California
Bowl in Fresno Dec. 14. The
Falcons will face Fresno
State, ranked 18th in the
United Press International
poll. The Bulldogs, 10-0-1, are
unranked by the AP. Likewise, BG is not rated by UPI.
The California Bowl is the
only post-season college
game which features two undefeated teams.
Besides Penn State, which
is ranked first by AP and
UPI, Bowling Green is the
only other unbeaten, untied
team in NCAA Division I category. The Falcons own the
nation's longest winning
streak at 14 games.
WHILE SOME BG fans
said they thought the Top
Twenty rating was overdue,
Stolz said it was timely.
"I said back in October that
we'd have to go undefeated to
break the Top Twenty," Stolz
said. "Now we'll have to fight
to keep it by beating Fresno."
The Falcons received 73
points. Oklahoma State,
ranked 19th, tallied 97 points.
Last year, the Cowboys defeated BG 31-14 in StiUwater,
Okla.

The last MAC school to
crack the AP Top Twenty was
Miami University in 197$. The
Redskins, which defeated
South Carolina in the Tangerine Bowl that year, were
rated 18th.
In 1974, Miami achieved the
highest ranking in MAC history when it climbed to 10th in
the AP poll.
BG, Miami and Toledo are
the only three MAC teams
ever to be ranked in the Top
Twenty.
Prior to the AP ranking, the
Falcons were ranked 18th by
ESPN.
ESPN will televise the California Bowl. Locally, Channel
24, WDHO, will carry the
game starting at 4 p.m.

The USAToday/Cim Poll

ranks BG 23rd.
Below is a listing of the Top
Twenty.
Tfce AP Top Twenty
By The Aseocleted Preee
The Top Twenty teem* In the Aeeodeted
Preae coHeoe footboll poll, wMh
HnepUce votee In perentheeea. leeeon re
oord. total point, beeed on 20 19 IB 17 16 IV
14 13 12 II 1098765432 I end leet
week! ranking:
Record PU Pv,
I Penn Stele (47)
I1O0
1.164
2Miami. Re (31
10-14)
1.083
3k»e(3l
10-14)
1.050
4 Oklahoma (3)
9-14)
1.04»
i Michigan (1)
911
935
6rTotMa
9 11
903
9-24)
779
eTenneeaee
(VI-2
744)
9 Brlohem Voong
10-24)
657
10. Air Force
1114)
817
IITeaaaACM
924)
582
12LSO
(VII
531
l3.Araanaaa
924)
416 14
14 UCLA
S-2 1
410 16
IVAIebema
62 1
363 nr
l6.At*um
8-J4)
316
7
17 Oik, State
830
255 19
10 Florida Stale
8-34)
140 12
19 Oklahoma State
8-34)
97 17
20 BOWLINQ OICEM 11*0

by Tom Skernlvltz
•ports reporter
Being in the field of
journalism, I have been given
the chance to hear more Than
my share of cutdowns of people,
places and things only because it
was the fashionable mine to do
or say. But some things deserve
a better chance in life.
Ask any politician.
Mayors are tradionally booed,
even for the good-natured deed
of throwing out the f irst ball in a
baseball game. Cheers or
compliments are never heard
because it's not the "in" thing
with the rest of the crowd.
Amazingly enough, while most
boo, politicians are in office
thanks to a majority vote.
Thoughts of Junior and senior
high bring to mind the rock
group KISS. It was always
vogue to hate KISS. A reply of
"they stink" would surely follow
the question of what you I
of the group. But, sure ei
an hour later a worn out.
n would be spinning on your
turntable at home.
The same conformity holds
true in sports.
Lately, it has been the
Cleveland Browns who have
been drawing the brunt of
criticism. The Browns have
their problems, as does any
professional sports team, but

It is even easy to say you are a Tampa Bay
Buccaneers' or Buffalo Bills' fan. They are
perennial losers and people see you as
either a masochist or someone who would
take In a lost puppy with only three legs.

they have been the recipients of
some unfair Judgement.
AT THE PRESENT moment
it is very easy to "shout it out
loud," that you are a Chicago
Bears' fan. They are 12-1 and
are headed for a possible
meeting with the American
Football Conference champion
in January.
It is even easy to say you are a
Tampa Bay Buccaneers' or
Buffalo Bills' fan. They are
perennial losers and people see
you as either a masochist or
someone who would take in a
lost puppy with only three legs.
But the 74 Browns and any
fan of them will never get an
ounce of respect.
Much of the criticism has gone
to the Browns defense. But the
standings show the Browns have
given up the fewest points in the
AFC. The fact that their offense
has scored so little has
overshadowed the defense' fine
showing.
The much ballyhoed inability
of the Browns' defense to hold
leads has been magnified by the
offense' lack of scoring. Pro
football offenses will score on
any team eventually. The
Browns need the killer instinct
to put a team away, something
they have lacked for so long.
Football is no different than

SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) Lou Holtz has started to work at
it, doing a Job once performed
by the likes of Knute Rockne,
Frank Leahy and Ara Parseghian - coaching football at Notre
Dame.
Holtz began by doing what he
does so well, talking. He met
individually with Notre Dame
football players and assistant

coaches yesterday.
"I want to establish a line of
communication between me and
the players," Holtz said. "I want
to put their minds at ease as far
as the future is concerned, especially going into final exams.
That's priority number one.
"Number two is recruiting.
We're going into that very
hard," he said.
Holtz will find, as did the
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any other sport. Defense wins
games.
Earnest Byner and Kevin
Mack, Cleveland's top guns in
It would be a shame if every
the backfield have also been
person cut in his or her trade
critiied. Everything from too
was labeled a perpetual stiff. I
small, too slow and too stupid
think all of us would be labeled
something by now.
have been said about the two.
BUT MACK JUST broke Jim
Obviously, the Browns
Brown's rookie rushing record
perform better under the
and will easily gain over 1,000
direction of quarterback Gary
yards this season. Byner is in
Danielson than Bernle Kosar.
the top five in scoring in the AFC
and provides Mack with holes
Danielaon's relief
big enough for a truck.
appearances have rallied the
fi Byner gets hot, they could
Browns in a way that is absent
be the first tandem to both go
when Kosar is in the game. But
over 1,000 yards since Franco
Danielson may be lost for the
Harris and Rocky Bleier for
year, though.
Pittsburgh.
Head coach Marty
Kosar can do the Job
Scbottenheimer and Cleveland
physically, but mentally he
fans could care less if the two
must get the team in the game
were midgets with broken legs,
more man in the past While he
as longas they get the Job done.
hasn't been spectacular, he also
The Browns' biggest problem
hasn't made airy glaring
earlier in the year was an
mistakes you would expect from
unimaginative offense produced
a 21-year-old.
by Schottenhelmer. But the
Browns have now won their last
Although the AFC Central is
three games, and it Is no
being treated like the
coincidence that Shottenheimer . neighborhood pansy, the Browns
has pulled his share of Houdini
could surprise someone if they
acts as of late. Experience
make it into the playoffs.
continues to help the coach.
Possibly the biggest factor in
Then the Browns' fans can
the three game spurt, has been
come out of the closet and get
the return of wide receiver
some respect.

Holtz begins new era at Notre Dame
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Clarence Weathers. Weathers'
mere presence intimidates the
opposing team and opens up the
field. Every successful team has
a deep threat.
BUT THIS WASN'T supposed
to be. Weathers was cut by the
New England Patriots.
According to some, Weathers
should leave gone home and
played in a sandlot league.

Furnished efficiency

Unfurnished efficiency

$225.00
Landlord pays gas, heat
shared electric

$225.00
Landlord pays gas, heat
shared electric

One bdrm. furnished

One bdrm. unfurnished

$270.00
includes utilities

$250.00
includes utilities

Two bdrm. furnished

Two bdrm. unfurnished

$270.00
plus gas & electric

$265.00
plus gas 8 electric

Congratulate the MAC Champion Falcons on their achievements this season and
read firsthand in-depth accounts of their
second California Bowl appearance.

All residents have the priviledge of using The
Cherrywood Health Spa located at «9* and High St.
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WINE SHOP
The first and last word
in Italian ice cream:

GELATO

coach he succeeded, Gerry
Faust, that Notre Dame no
longer has first shot at the best
Catholic high school players in
the country, according to another former coach, Dan Devine.
"There's no longer the feeder
system where a product of a
Catholic High School automatically goes to Notre Dame," said
Devine, who coached at South
Bend from 1975-1960.
"YOU'VE GOT TO to go out
and fight for those kids" said
Devine who was in New York to
be inducted in the College Football Hall of Fame Tuesday
night.
Devine predicted that Holtz
may be shocked when be finds
"there's not nearly as much
emphasis on football, internally,
as you think there is."
Recalling bis experience at
coach, Devine saia Holtz will
"Get his players later in the day
than at any other school in the
country. He'll get less practice
time. Kids will go to a lab class
rather than practice.
"But theyll play on Saturday.
They 11 compete.
Devine said Holtz soon may
wonder, "My gosh, is this Notre
Dame where football is so important?"
Devine, who led the Fighting
Irish to the National
Championship in 1977, said Holtz
also will find less pressure from

alumni than be may think.
"It's a lot sweeter than Lou
Holtz had at Arkansas or Lou
Holtz had at Minnesota," said
Devine.
"The alumni does not dictate
at Notre Dame, though the university may let them think they
do."
"LOOK TO THE future" was
Holtz's message to the players,
who returned to campus Monday after a devastating defeat at
Miami and the end of Faust's
disappointing era.
"He's trying to stay away
from the past,' athletic department spokesman John Heisler
said of Holtz.
The past under Faust was
capped by Saturday's 58-7 defeat
at Miami and closed with a 30-261 record compiled during
Faust's five years with the Irish.
Faust resigned Nov. 26, three
days after a loss to Louisiana
State made him the losingest
coach in Notre Dame history.
Holtz, head coach at Minnesota
the past two seasons, was hired
the next day. information about
personal background, football
experience and the players'
views about their roles in the
1966 season, Heisler said. "As he
said, you can never know too
much about these kids," Heisler
said.

* PUFFS
K

%

Large 2 item
**
Pizza with952 Cokes
$5.
we deliver

440 E. Court

1 block west of campus ■

SELLING AND SALES
MANAGEMENT CLUB

Stop in today for your free taste

Bring this coupon in
and buy 1 Gelato or fruit ice
and your friend gets one free
Expires 12/10/85

HOT CHOCOLATE, HOT COFFEE, HOT
TEA AVAILABLE
A~
Now Available: pints and quarts and gelato cookies JF
Check our Italian pizzelles with creamy gelato packed inside}

WHAT: Selling and Sales
Management Club
Meeting
WHEN: 7:00 Tonight. Dec. 4
WHERE: Assembly Room.
McFall Center
WHO: Sales Rep. from
Owens Corning

Classifieds
Dmatar 4, 1966
nWtii»TB.V NEEDED MALE RTJOMMATE

fj>" trmm SEMESTER
•StCAJX362-7236

BG Newi/December 4, IMS M
MISTLETOE 8 HEREIM
DONT BE CAUGHT WITHOUT!!!
MATH SOENCE LOBBY. DEC 3.4.6

PERSONALS

FREE HEAT AND

— 1 a»s»Je roommate Uneiaraaty vsao*
6M As* B*^ma*i ■ 368-0164

CAHP08 AND CITY EVENTS
• •'AD CLUB* • •
lei tram Roae Roy Ac»r*rtet«ng Agency
DK. 4. 7 30 In 305 Moeatey
MMOTIQ

may run lonpf tan uouol.

ATTENTION SEUJNO ANO SALES MANAGE
leENT CLUB MEMBERS UMtgWUaMn.
Dae. 4 at 700. Aeeembly Room. McFal
Canter Our m»» » o SUM Rap trom
Own Corraig Al welooree to attend
ATTH- AH MlllBia 6 Aft Therapy keelori
aa OraM WrteVig on Dae 4 al 7:16 pm m 101
FA. 9*1111
by 9HAEA 6 6ATA.

Jimmy CHI — Bongo Man
l Movie Sat. Dae 7tl. 6:00 p.m
210 Me* Science Fraa 4 open to at
Sponaoradby
Canbbaan aaaooanon
Ethnic Cute** Art* Program ECAP
Black Student Union
MCOUET9AU. CIU9 btttnNQ
Tonight 6:45 p.m m Archery Room ol SRC
Al level pteyera wotoomet

ia»irlisn » MhiM My at W» lulu—
Thars.. DK I. 7:00 pm..
BACCHUS ftllWI the Great CllCMIII
Should the ormkjng age be 21? Ejipree* your
"tow* In the men lounge ol Prout H«l. Woenee
dty Dae 4 1 6:30 p.m.
WEDNESOAY NIQHT MOVIES
On Our 7 tool acraan
9 30-'PARTY AN94ALS"
11 30-ttnoet Buetera w/Murray 1 Ackroyd
TACOS • 3tor 91.00: 9-11 pm
NO COVER CHARGE
MAM ST.
392-3703

COMPACT 09K FLAYER RAFFLE!
9FON9ORE0 9Y: 9CTA THETA Fl
•1.99 FIR TICKET FOR A PIONEER
COMPACT D9K FLAYER AND t DtSC9
DEC 4.M ki M9C ANO 9A 4:38-4:10
fXC. 0. 10 M M9CJA ANO UNION •:JO-4:loJ
ALL PROCEED* BENEFIT
0*90 9PECIAL OLYMPICS

Saa "The Four Camera," a Baa aauslng Hie
hidden afleele ol mining In Utah, Colorado,
New Mexico 4 Aruana. TOWOHT, 7:M p.m..
111 South HaK. Free.

ConkHV
You put up a good tight. bul can you put up with
our demandeTT!

The next meeting of ASM «• be Wad Dec 4ln
112 Ufa Science from 6-7 30pm Reproeent*BVe from Owens Coming wl oiipaaYi their
SPRINT training program! Find out about Happy
Houre!
WOMEN IN COkaMUNICATlONS, BfC
■ aponaorlng a Qrad Penal on Wednesday
December 4 el 7.30 p.m. In the Town Room ol
me Union BOSU graduates w9 diecuee topics
ki Pubsc feraatJora, nerkn, Newapeper. end
Pliulogrepny. Al mayore ere welcome.

• •Falcon RkkSe* • •
Whafe outgexng. tun. caring and eao poeaaaaes a snae a mas wide? A BGSU tour guUe1
For more ka>kiia9mi on helping out with our
Dec. 7ti Prevtaa Day Program, please attend
one ol me kaowlng msssngs.
Man Dec 2nd 1:30-2:30 p.m
McFM Assembly Fan
Man Dec 2nd 6-7 pm McFel Aeeembly Rm
Tuee.Oec 3rd 9-10 pm. 121 Weet hal

SERVICES OFFERED
Typing service
832-1461
Proteoeionai seer etarai services
Typing done profesaoneey
666-6945 Bowing Green
FOUTS TYPING
91.00 per page, double-spaced
ON CAMPUS PICK-UP: 4:00 pm 669 2578
PAPERS

TYPING
THESIS
DISSERTATION, ETC
352-0635
Rufhoi Sewing 4 Mentions
Everything mual be dean

362-7266
TUCKER TYPING
attar 6pm eel Nancy
352-0609

Fartamai FramaH7 WaM fa laarn to da n
yaar at Peri* 6 sears, Frsace. THura., Dae. 5,
7:99 p-i, Franca Maaaa
PN MU Batat arant das- Baaua lo maal them
under He iiaeaatoe Frtday, Pecembar 9
Reesse Km 9or>oa Han
«0D Jtnmy CM
Saturday Dec. 7m 8 p m
2IOMsthSck»nce
Free 4 open to el

Free BGSU traratera on any ot our
ana N Thmga 531 Padge
Open tone* ■ 6:00
IT-J TRUE! YOU CAN WIN A PIONEER
COMPACT DNC PLAYER 6 1 FREE DISCS
FOR ONLY 91.99
SPONSORED BY: BETA THETA Fl
DEC. 4,1,9 94 MSC ANO 9A 9:304:30
DEC 9,19 M MSC, BA, • UNION 9:30-4:10
ALL PROCEEDS 9ENEFIT
OHIO SPECIAL OLYMP1C9
JHGLE SELLS
KD*S SPELL
FUN AS AO.T.
OH. WHAT FUN ITU BE TO MASH
H 2 DAYS AT OUR DATE PARTY!
Kaey Price.
Congrats on Panhel Secretary! Way to go. Bigl
Thenka tor al your help ma eemeelert Oat
psyched to Dubl-Tyme with the summer cantonaps over break!
Low In Gamma Phi aid PKE, Elaine
K*»X CLARK NELSON.
Hare a your otltctal Invitation lo Gamma PN
Beta Jingle Jam. Now you know who I'm going
to aak Second del* party together? R.S V.P

When those Sum rneefjng* get too boring
Whan a cake mat an I enough tor your bethdey
When your roommate neede a break from teeta
Gha me a oaf. Mat* dancer
For lull
»iiieatH7l-19e4.

DESPERATELY NEEDED: MALE RTJOMMATE
FOR SFFINQ SEMESTER FREE HEAT ANO
GAS CALL 352-7236

FLOfatM FOM CH9saTalA9T
LUXURY COt400aa*amJa1 RENTAL9 AT MaNIatual PPJCES. CALL MU. 14*4904.

DESPERATELY NEEDED MALE ROOMMATE
FOR SPFaNG SEMESTER FREE HEAT ANO
QAS. CALL 352-7236.

WINTER BREAK along al Oktarrccet Spring*
and VaJ from 976, or eunnlng at South Padre
kaand and Daytone Beech from 9691 Hurry, eel
Sunchaoe Toura tor more Information ul tree I
600-321-6911 TODAY! When your wkaer
break: count* count on Sunchaeel

2 feWleaaaT fOOHetraMM fc)f aafateTeQ ejeaMtaMWf

Frsiee Apts (112.50 tl
362-6473

WANTED
Need 1 mat* rorjeaiata lor Spring SimnUr. Al
uaaaaa real. Cel 364-3501 aak lor Ed
1 OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED
FOR SPR9*Q CLOSE TO CAMPU8FREE HEAT 6 GAS! 354-1326

SANTA CLAUS IS COMaWJ TO B.Q.
SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO BG
SANTA CLAUS IS COMPaQ TO SO

111
APT. 1 HAVEN MOUSE: NO DBPOSIT
NEEDEO. HAT RENT PAP; TONY 39441112

SEND YOUR FAVORITE SOMEONE A LETTER
FROM SANTA SUPPORT MO A THRU O PHI
A NATIONAL SERVICE SORORITY TUES.
DEC 3. 4. 6tl. W UHV. HALL

Female nnnn.it, needed tor Spring Semeeler Cel 353-4301

-U.8.W 0. Eaece

LOST AND FOUND
FOUND - Black puppy with brown lags
Around 3 months ok) Red cola
Cal 354-6606.

NEW COURSE FOR 8PRMQ SEMESTER
'6A491 Introduction to
HoapaXtyMmaoamanC
9:36-11:00 T fl Sacton 4016
(Tha ■ aa Ural course in ma new Hcepaatty
Mastgeaisiil Snaiaaiarmii. Preroquama
ACCT 221 and mrvor standing or oonaant of
•wkuctor) For mora rto contacl *•> Colag* ol
Buttim Aomrwarellon Office of ma Daan
(371 BA) faslsuav: and iratauaoral Food
Samoa Manaaamam 8ludana> Walooma

la set lean E. Wooeter house lor
leaiMlr. Cheap, great toeeMon. CeU
9Bee or BW 991-9199.

SI. Vincent De Paul Society mutes
Gamma PN Bete. PN Mu
Kappa Data. S O.S.W.
tor thek generoua contrlbutlone
to me canned food drive.

Need one peraon lo 10 house (mala) Spring
aamaalar 1030 E Woooser Cal 353-0325

Thanks SocaJ Work Club tor at
your harp and oval
Love. Lone

Need one peraon to IB house (male] Spring
Sereeeler 1030 E. Wooalar Cal 363 0326

TO THE WOMAN WHO WAS RAPED M HER
DOOM ON CAMPUS: WE HAVE IMPORTANT
INFORMATION TO SHARE WITH YOU. WE
MAY BE ABLE TO HELP PLEASE WRITE OR
CALL THE WOMEN'S CENTER. 316 0 STUDENT SERVICE BLDQ . 372-2261 BE ASSURED YOUR RESPONSE WILL BE KEPT
CONFIDENTIAL.
WIN YOURSELF A CHRISTMAS 01FTI
[TAKE A CHANCE ON A PIONEER COMPACT]
DISC PLAYER AND 9 FREE DISCS
FOR ONLY SI .001
9FONSORE0 9Y BETA THETA Fl
DEC 4,54 IN MSC ANO BA 8:30-4:30
DEC 9.10 M MSC, BA. 6 UNION 9:30-4:39
PROCEED* TO OMO SPECIAL OLYMPICS

In Co.
nleatta , Inc. a aponeor
mg a Grad Panel on Wedneaday, December 4
at 7:30 p.m. In the Town Room of the Union.
BGSU graduate! w9 daouee topic* In Pubac
Reeaona. Ratio, tls.iaperar. and Photogra
phy. At rratora are watoorne.

GOVERNMENT HOMES from 91
(U repair) Aao Oaahouem bu property Call
806 667-6000 E«l OH-9849 tor Momaflon
ADOPTION Search Consueanl Locating Mmnuirel parent* and adopteee CertMed. Reterenoea. Laura Hen, 1195 HBbrook, Lancaater.
ONo 43130 614-653<052

Need 1 female roommate Unfveralty Veag*
Cal Joe rianaxjlui at 362-0164

1971 VW Camper yen Beat ofter Rune good
Cel 362-6617

Need 1 female roommaH IJhheraRy VBage
Cel Joe Remkiglona 352-0164

Cross country ekl set 75 mm ska* attached
bkldkige. 130 cm poles sue 39 (Women's
8V.-9] ekl boot* Set ol waxee Al L L Bean

GOVERNMENT JOBS. 916.040 S59.230/yr. Now liking. OH 1-606-6876000 Ext R-9849 lor currant federal lei
Entry aval Sa**aoan lor guatty program BG
aree (419)8910634.

Edited by Traoe Michel Jaffr
ACROSS
Take In
Convince
Weether word
Roof segment
English county
Actreee t+sgrl
Oesaert
choices
18 Oh* oft
19 Actor Michael
Mat
20 Ho'a companion
21 Schueaera
Sieve and Phil
23 Auction pern
cipanl
24 Showed shock
25 Radiant
27 Tom*,In
France
28 Pllnk or plunk,
eg
29 ShedeQiver
32 Hawaiian's
dessert choice?
36 Behold
37 Chef'a
specially
38 Govt. info org.
39 Pickle
40 Inventor s pro
lection

i Rebulla
6 Family member
7 Sasslrom
Sendy?
8 "Rignioni"
9 Quick
10 Peraon on the
move
11 Complexion
shade
12 One of the'our
elements
14 Went under
cover
17 Paddock rest
dent
20 Worshipper in
India
21 Bess sue
cossor
22 In concert
23 Storage ereos
24 Cumberland at
al.
25 End a case
26 Louisiana Long
28 Breadth
29 A Ford
30 Frankle ol song
31 Pecan core
33 Synchronize

:

>

,

34
35
39
40
41
42
43

Stiaitlacad
Bakery product
Pleeded
Covenants
Saroyanhero
Tracking device
Roman
bureaucrei
44 Beelnce's
admirer

45 Time periods
47 Minnesota
athlete
48 Mild expletive
50 Runner lor 21
Actoee
51 Common verb
52 Office situs
53 Dupe
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42 Save

=:;!
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45 Sound Irom e
songbird or a
soprano
46 Saw
47 "My Mother
TV show
eg Bell lone
50 Conlectlons
54 Old on*, in
Oenfsbruck
55 Rockottee'
lone

-TSODIW

VCV MtAH HC^IV0U^^^ OraAWG Mv
CONiTKUCTlNO tOT SVNTttW! TME LRCT
H6 OWN HOK \ IT/ PlfCt tb NOU IS
U«TOTraSKIW>/'pLrW. SOON, <*■ CnN
SVSrtM' ^qfl&W SHrWNfc OLR
LlvtS

1
2
3
4

r"TheBGNews

DOWN
Amueemenl.
lorahon
Musical gill
NYC'eSW
Dessert lor a
Georgian?

lo campus.

St. aameeWr leeaee aaaatlll. Vaaga Green
Apartments Cal 354-3533
1 room eMcsency Utaaae pea), Close to
downtown Cal 352-5822
Varyl*nj*olflck»nLy to subtosee spring semeeler. 1 block trom campus Al utJMe* paid, very
quiet. 0*9 Dan 382-4306
roommate needed immediately'
$159/month (Includee uBMea and own room)
Ctoea lo campus 362-3111
FOR SUBLEASE (1) ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT. CAN ACCOMMODATE (2) PERSONS
CLEAN. CLOSE TO CAMPUS OFF OF E
REED ST NEAR TOWERS
CALL JIM 352-2962
VEL MANOR ANNEX he* • «c*ncy tor 1
terrafe atudent eecond semeetar.
Cat 352-2856
Need male sublssasr(s) lor Spring 8emeeter.
Low rent/ua . free heal. May rent pad: no
Cal 352-2592
' saatiN Dec 16 (Dec. rant pad) Elite .
lemato. 9160/monch Ulenea Included
Phone 362-1066

IIP"
M

iJlaa^^n

Houeea and apalntenl* doee to csmpus tor
summer 1966 end 86-87 school yaar.
Cal 1-267-3341

taaaaaaaai
Worried
you might have
VD?

56 "Caro Nome ,
lor on*
57 Band member
56 Artists gear
56 Prolound

ROOM M HOLME. 9146 UTHJTIE4 aKLUOED.
II7 6 COLLEOC. 994-7947 ASK FOR SCOTT

Ed. Apt to suWlsal starting Dae 26 9225
month 4 stickle and depoe*.
Cal 353-9602 after 6.

IJIII ll'IIIU liMIIMIIMIIII

1

FOR RENT

1 bedroom eiailiiieia Ctoae
91967mor»h pka usSae*
Oal*taat9pm at 354-1079

ni'i'i' IHI.IIIIII:,H i.ir.m i

liMIJII

Matching sol. ($125)4 love see! ($100) Paid
earth tone colors 2 dark pete end tables; 1 aq.
1 oct at 936 Dark wood floor amp .
megejtne rack attached 935 Cal 352-0711
belore 2 p.m. or after 6 p.m.

2 tarnejae need 1 more lo IB apartment lor
Spring. Own room, S120/mo. 4
Cal 354-5200

ANSWfW TO FBEVIOUS PUZZLE:
ClAlNlTlOalTlAlRlTaBlFlAlLlL

MIl.'IIIU M 1111.1

980 arm Cel 352-6633.

Female roommate needed for Spring eemeeler
Apartment cloee lo campus
Pteaae cal 364-7407
1 -2 people lor large room ki house 146 S
Coaege 1 bk from campue 9107/mo 6
budget-muH subkaae. wB deal-no dep. now!!
354 7013 or atop In Cap tha ad!

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1
5
9
13
14
15
16

76 Qranada. AM-FM Stereo Casaette Na»
brskas. eeUng 9700. Cal 364-4203

Have I got a deal lor youl 73 Okie Cutlass.
AM/FM. power steering new battery and
muttter. 9200 or beet Oder.
celete»r4p.m 362-28*1.

HELP WANTED

2 limais to sublet, Inexpensive, nice: acroaa
from noogora.
CH Ju*e or Kathy only 363-0010.

JVC 40W RECEIVER W/EOUALBER 9166
AIWA F220 TAPEDECK W/DOLBY BC 9135
ADC LT32 TURNTABLE 985 ALL PF4CE NEG
CALLBJLL AT 2-4676

Otter 172-2024/94.
Looao naaa aad 1 tor PHIL

n you Bra mate • aent lo have tun area you're
•orklng - we as now rmng al the fun pace lo
be - Buncos We need ba help > Sow nee? wl
poemora mataea tor al agee Musi be at least
18. Apply ki peraon after 8 00 p.m. a*9y
except Mondays Buttons. Rl. 25, North ol BO

Need one peraon to IB house (rrees) Spring
. 1030 E. Wooalar Cal 353-0325

FOR SALE

Ferrate roommate needed tor Spring Semeetar
Cloee lo campus May rant la akaady paid
SI36Vmo 4 alec. Cal Andre* 332-4287

Need 1 tamale roommete Unharaity VBage.
Ca«joe-Remaio>ona352-Ol8«

r 2 bedroom apL
Ca«U»-»*0».

DOWNTOWN COLUMBUS
Jain en Adiallilg Company ki the Capital
C9« - Cofcueeul, ONo, lor Sprmf aaaaatar,
Fu9 Thee, 94.69 hour, aakxs m Aduertleln*,
Fueas Rilallmi. Art. Ceeemaalcaaleea or »
TV-F C«B Caap OFtee el 979-9491.

iii::-pp?:=:--|

= :t==ili==

Callefnend
et Panned Parenthood

354-3540

AM MMhodt. of Birth Control
Pmonarvcy "Vtwls • Pap Tests
Annual Exams • Va^eclom-ts
VD DiaofXR-ts • InttKtility Counseling
F—a an oaseo* on yout income.

.Classified InformationMail-In Form

DEADLINE: Two days prior to pubacatJon no later than 4 p.m.
(BG News not responsible tor postal service delays)

. r"

RATES: per ad are 80* pet line, $1.80 minimum.
SO' e»tra per ad for bold type.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per toe.

9

PREPAYMENT Is required lor all non-university related business and Individuals.
NOTICE: The News wi not be responsible lor error due to illegibility or incomplete Information. Please
come to 214 West Hal immediately If there is an error in your ad. The news will not be
responsible for typographical errors In claseified ads for more than two consecutive Insertions.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
Phone #

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #
(For btaang purposes only)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish It to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear In bold type)

I
I
[I
I
I
!
I
I
Clas9iflcatron In which you wish your ad to apptav:
Wanted
Campus 4 City Events*
Help Wanted
Lost S Found
Rkje*
For Sale
For Rent
Services Offered
Pereonals
•CampueVCity Event ads are published free of charge for one ttey for a non-profit event or meeting only.
Data* of IngejrUon

Total nw-eber ol days.

»^_

Mai to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BO News
214 West Had BGSU
BowTk-ig Green, Ohk> 43403
(Checks payable to BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

^

MAGAZINE

fPlanning meeting for Spring Semester

Tucs., December 10,9 p.m.
Commons - Second Floor West Hall
Writers, photographers & copy editors should attend

